NASW INDIANA 2023 CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
*** Includes One (1.0) Hour of Ethics
MONDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2023

KEYNOTE 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Breaking Barriers: Empowering Social Workers as Agents of Change * HYBRID
Dr. Anthony Estreet, CEO NASW

MORNING BREAK 9:30—10:00 am
Visit with our Sponsors & Exhibitors!

2- HR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 10:00 A.M. - 12:00 NOON
◊ A1. Psychotherapy with People living with Brain Injury: Overcoming the Barriers to Effective Clinical Care. Jean Capler, MSW, LCSW, CBIS HYBRID OPTION
◊ A2. Developing Sexual Agency with Youth Survivors of Commercial Sexual Exploitation. Trisha Prickett, LCSW, LMSW & Hugh Hanlin, PhD, HSPP, CSAYC
◊ A3. Practicing with Intentionality: Working with Gay Men to Integrate Spiritual and Sexual Identities. Tayon R. Wafford, MSW, GCESWP, MTS & Richard Brandon-Friedman, PhD, LCSW, LCAC HYBRID OPTION
◊ A4. Medicare and Your Client. Ben Hudson
◊ A5. Breaking Practice Barriers: Practitioner, Student, and Client Perspectives on Creating Safe Space. Dianna Cooper-Bolinsky, DHSc, LCSW, LCAC & Melissa Ketner, DHSc, LCSW

Luncheon and Awards Recognition
(12:00 noon - 1:30 pm)

3- HR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 1:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Break from 3:00 - 3:30 p.m.
◊ B2. Two-part session on Starting a Private Practice and Ethical Considerations in Private Practice. **Includes Ethics CEH Carissa Miller, LCSW & Megan Spinks, LCSW, ACSW
◊ B3. Legislative Advocacy as a Social Worker. Rob Bennett, PhD, LISW; Bessie Proffet, LSW & Amanda Rhoades, LCSW
◊ B4. Risk Management & Telehealth: What You Need to Know to Keep a Healthy Practice. Presenter TBD HYBRID OPTION
◊ B5. Breaking Barriers: Strengthening Clinical Supervision. Bonitta Rinks, ACSW, LCSW; John Paulson, LCSW, LCAC; Summer Wilderman, LCSW. HYBRID OPTION

Narcan Training and Kit-Packing with Overdose Lifeline from 5:15-6:30pm

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2023

OPENING PLENARY 8:15 AM - 9:45 AM
Plenary Panel: Breaking Barriers & Challenging Social Injustice in an Unstable World—Panelists to be announced HYBRID

Morning Break 9:45—10:15 am Visit with our Sponsors & Exhibitors!

2- HR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 10:15 A.M. - 11:45 A.M.
◊ C3. Bloomington Homeless Street Medicine Team: The Unconventional Model of Care. Melissa Burgess, MSW & Abigail Wantz, RN, MSN, NP-C. HYBRID OPTION
◊ C4. Ethical Decision Making: Is Treatment with Psychedelic Drugs an Evidence-Based Practice? Amy Drake, MSW, LCSW.
◊ C5. Racial Battle Fatigue. Ciera Jackson, LCSW. HYBRID OPTION

Lunch (12:00 noon - 1:30 pm)

2- HR CONCURRENT SESSIONS
1:00 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.
◊ D1. Breaking Barriers through Interfaith Cooperation. Josih Hostetter, LSW; Charlie Wiles; Shadreck Kamewendo, MBA; Tricia Behringer, LCSW. HYBRID OPTION
◊ D2. Breathing and Blinking: The Intersection of PTSD and TBI. Nancy Mullen, MSW.
◊ D4. What is Your Ethics IQ? **Includes Ethics CEH. Amy Spanopoulos, LCSW, LCAC & Megan Spinks LCSW, ACSW.
◊ D5. Deconstructing Cisgenderism and Heterosexism Within Clinical Social Work Practice. Richard Brandon-Friedman, PhD, LCSW, LCAC.

Interactive Session on Self-Care from 3:30-5pm HYBRID